It was a kind thought of the authorities at St. Thomas's Hospital to allow the wards to be illuminated during visitors' hour on Christmas Day, and the charming sight will not easily be forgotten by the patients' friends. Another pleasant concession was deeply appreciated by the patients, who, to their great delight, had each the privilege of asking one friend to remain to tea with them. After this daintily-served meal was over various concerts took place, and a truly happy Christmas was passed by the inmates of a hospital whose fine proportions admit of entertainments impossible in institutions of less ample dimensions.
HAMPSTEAD NURSING ASSOCIATION.
The Hampstead Nursing Association, established to supply skilled nurses to the sick poor in their own homes, is at present sorely in need of pecuniary assistance. Each year the demands for the services of the nurses show a marked increase, and the work is growing more rapidly than the subscription list, which ought at least to keep pace with it. The nurses carry on their duties under the immediate direction of medical men, and are all said to be fully trained before they take up this valuable branch of nursing. The record of the cases which have been visited and cared for already is a long one, and great would be the lamentations of the sick poor of Hampstead if the present year's financial position necessitated the curtailment, in any direction, of the society's useful work.
MISLEAD NG ADVERTISEMENTS.
Our attention is frequently called to a certain class of advertisement framed, apparently, to deceive and disappoint hospital sisters, assistant matrons, and charge nurses. It takes the form of an announcement that some post of matron or superintendent of nurses will be shortly vacant, and it invites applications from highly-trained ladies of experience. If the offered salary be fairly good and the locality and reputation of the institution satisfactory, scores of women are encouraged to apply. To do this they must first get testimonials from the matron, the committee, and medical staff of the establishment they are in, and this procedure, of course, necessitates an explanation of their intention to leave. After all the formalities have been complied with, a number of candidates are asked to come before the Selection Committee. It is then not infrequently announced that choice has been already made of a local candidate or a relation of one of the officials. This person may be the best for the post, or she may not, but she has probably canvassed every governor before the first insertion of the advertisement. The injustice of the whole procedure will long rankle in the minds of ladies who have been invited to go through, the farce of applying for the post which none of them were intended to get. An accommodation. In many cases the effect on a girl's health is disastrous, whilst at most the best that can be said is that it "is not so injurious." Some amount of agitation arose a few years ago with regard to the question of providing shop girls with seats, and a very general impression followed that matters had improved. But this is anything but the true state of the case, and out of a number of shops, very few will be found where the heads of the establishment are sufficiently humane to allow this concession. It is one which must materially affect the health of these girls and it is surely time ithat something was done to put down so flagrant a piece of tyranny. Why do not some women of position and influence take up the matter and no t rest till they have made life a little more bearable for those of their poorer sisters who are unable to stand up for themselves ?
The conditions of laundry work are also almost inevitably injurious to health, and the wages are small, the earnings ranging from 6s. to 25s. per week, while the hours of work vary from thirty-six to seventy in the week. Here the public are in fault, for the mistresses of households seldom consider the effect produced on laundry workers by ill-managed domestic arrangements, and the conditions of toilers in this industry might be much ameliorated if more plentiful supplies of linen were the rule in large establishments, thus avoiding a rush of work into two or three days.
The dangers attaching to the trades of match workers and white-lead workers are often very fatal, and here, as in so many cases, it is a terrible and noteworthy fact that " the means of prevention are mainly within the powers of employers " ; and that employers do not in too many cases recognise a tithe of their responsibilities. The match-making are kefcter in this respect than some, and it is at cases of necrosis are found to occur almost entirely amongst makers of non-safety matches. The public would therefore do well to avoid the purchase of such.
Women play a large part in the textile industries of Yorkshire, and it is stated that here "where women predominate largely the men work at women's rates," so that the whole scale of pay is grievously low. The earnings vary from 7s. or 8s. to 20s.
In Lancashire the women earn more as weavers, wages reaching 24s. a week all the year through, but in Lancashire sanitary conditions are worse than in Yorkshire, ventilation and accommodation generally being decidedly bad. For women serving in places of refreshment long hours are the rule, sometimes being over 100 in the week. It is satisfactory to find that temperance houses never allow the hours to exceed 70 in the week, and that the Aerated Bread Company is endeavouring to bring the hours down to 56, accomplishing this by means of a system of double shifts. As in the case of shop-girls, long standing is here a great evil. Some restaurants give all or a part of the food free, and some pay for washing, a considerable item with the wearing of white collars and cuffs.
The question of the rate of wages for women is a vexed one, and one point is specially borne in upon all who study the matter; this being the undoubted fact that women who work from choice fix both the rate of wages and the standard of work to the very great detriment of the women who work from necessity, a state of things very hard for the latter, and one which it is difficult to see how to remedy. In Birmingham the low rate of wages is accounted for by the employment of married women in factories and workshops, whose husbands are well able to maintain them, and whotherefore work for pocket-money or "for an escape from the monotony of home life." This fact holds good not only in these lower branches of women's labour, but in the higher grades as well.
The whole subject is full of difficulty, but one thing seems certain. State legislation can do much, but the efficient organisation of women-workers themselves can do more.. Where this is now carried out higher wages are found to follow, and in the final attainment of the needed reforms the efforts of the workers themselves muat undoubtedly play a. considerable part. 
